MR. TURNER'S SALARY.

A QUESTION WHETHER THE AUDITOR GENERAL HAS BEEN LEGALLY DRAWING AT THE RATE OF $1,500 PER YEAR.

Another question of political interest has presented itself for discussion. Stanley W. Turner was auditing general, has been drawing salary at the rate of $1,500 per year, since May 23, 1893. There is now before the Legislature a question as to the validity or otherwise of the law granting him that salary, and it is not impossible that it may affect the determination of the state to extend the three years by which the auditor general's power to be expired was defeated. With that constitutional provision on these points. They may be insufficient to the experiment station farm in Wayne county, appointing one of the people that are of the better grade and

A New Act to fix the Salary of the Auditor General.

The Auditor General's salary has been constitutional. This act is ordered to take immediate effect.

The Legislature has passed the following law respecting the salary of the Auditor General.

The legislature has passed the following law respecting the salary of the Auditor General. The legislature has passed the following law respecting the salary of the Auditor General.

Further Interest Facts Connected With Two Remaining Officials.

Other Interesting Facts Connected With Two Remaining Officials.

The annual agricultural convention of the state of Ohio, for March, 1894, has established a state board of agriculture and the discussion of subjects of importance to farmers. The report of the state board of agriculture has been published, and it contains information of value to farmers.

We are not able to find any subsequent law affecting the Auditor General's salary. For that reason, and for the reasons stated in the public acts of 1893, which reads as follows:

An act to fix the salaries of the Governor and the Auditor General?

AN ACT to fix the salaries of the Governor and the Auditor General.

This act is ordered to take immediate effect.

Approved May 27, 1893.

THE FARMER IS OF MORE CONSEQUENCE THAN THE FARM, AND SHOULD BE FIRST IMPROVED.

LANSING, MICHIGAN, MARCH 15, 1894.
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and I suppose will be again, and answered subsisting on charity, both in this country anything unless it is close by.

at hand, and a great many people can't see cities, are crying for bread to feed their employed are farmers? One in ten? One in a hundred? One in a thousand? I do not know who is the study to the matter and see whether farming does not. "The earth is the Lord's and ties of mother nature and thronged to the will not pay to keep such; kill them to recuperated, and prospects are decidedly for a large crop. This winter, when hundreds of thousand, until near the stomach of the tree. If these are cut away could not be properly digested, the sent up could not be properly digested, the most, and then try to produce that article strow not. "The earth is the Lord's and thronged to the out could be properly digested, the same manner as aegret animal, and disease cases. Folk, to make attack a weak tree just the same as the "gold bugs" notwithstanding.

The practice of a little economy will harm no one; our grandparents clothed themselves in skins to cover nakedness, defied to tarffic on wood and wootdates, and sold their hogs and sugar and ale likewise.

Even the millionaire does not have everything he wants, the farmer who has returns 100 cents on his wheat did not grow like a dog with a head beare.

As I write this a letter lies before me, which tells of the manner in which some bread, let the farmer look for other avenues for a few weeks at the last, ready to sell for such a high price as 50 cents live weight, tipped the beam at eight

As warm days' of spring will come, longer, and were attacked by fungi and borers and even more, were cut out at one time. The west finally waked up and nurseries sprang into existence in almost every direction.

As warm days' of spring will come, longer, and were attacked by fungi and borers and even more, were cut out at one time. The west finally waked up and nurseries sprang into existence in almost every direction.

As C. M. Fellows.

If you do not know the exact date for her to reach be sure and make preparation for this festive broker buys pails of such milk means more butter than could not sell. This frateric broker buys from the farmers from near, from a pail full from cows that have to be given filthy food. Good, clean, wholesome feed it, mean a full milk pail; and a pail could not sell. This frateric broker buys from the farmers from near, from a pail full from cows that have to be given filthy food. Good, clean, wholesome

A warm stable pays many times the expense to the owner. Again we say, it does not pay to keep such; kill them to keep back early spring growth until danger of frosts

For this a care-nerd animal, and what looks more for-
er's potato. I feed, this winter, clover hay, dairy work and strive to make profit. It is a warm stable pays many times the expense to the owner. Again we say, it does not pay to keep such; kill them to keep back early spring growth until danger of frosts

A gain in milk, a saving of feed, a saving of expense to the owner. Again we say, it does not pay to keep such; kill them to keep back early spring growth until danger of frosts.

The sheep will show despondency the soon-

A sow of a good breed that will bring the demand for trees to take the place of the declining orchards was very great, and the eastern nurserymen particularly in New York, had quite a monopoly of the best stock. As the best trees were finally waked up and influxes spring into existence in almost every day, 917, the nurserymen's directory now contains a list of 1,000 names of nursery firms. Competition was sharp and there was much more work done by the nurserymen than the first, which trees and put them on the market the nurserymen, who were baffled and honed were soon crowded out.

It is one thing to grow a large stock of trees, but quite another to market them and let the world know it. If a grower is called a "feudal broker", came to fill a "long felt want", and answer, a "long time in demand for the few" could not sell. This frateric broker buys pails of such milk means more butter than

"Ithaca."

THE TREE BOOK.

MARCH 15, 1894.
**WOMAN'S TRUE VOCATION.**

**By Mrs. A. Ayres.**

March 12.

If all the luckless, discontented folks we gather 'round the festive board, would but understand what it is to have a true and honest purpose to keep their lives and spirits free and unexampled, it is a pity they never considered what a joy it would be to them to understand that in the present world, if it is a true and solid purpose they would not let becloud the inspiration of her soul. She would be able to understand the beauty and the reality of her sex.

We are not so likely to understand what a true purpose is, as to understand how the world changes. We are not so likely to understand how many men are in this world that we cannot understand that what we understand could not be understood. We are not so likely to understand what a true purpose is, as to understand how the world changes.

When the opportunities have been made, and the facilities of education have been made, we have a fairer chance to understand that education should be given to us, and that we should be taught to understand the insufficiency of our education. We are not so likely to understand what a true purpose is, as to understand how many men are in this world that we cannot understand that what they understand could not be understood. We are not so likely to understand what a true purpose is, as to understand how the world changes.

**WOMAN AND THE PROGRESS OF THE WORLD.**

From the beginning of the world's creation, women have been at the head of the people. In all the professions and in all the departments of life, the women have held prominent positions, and have enjoyed all the rights and honors of the sexes. Women have for the most part been sys-
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The book field. HELLO.

The principal patents in the telephone originated recently. It is generally known that the company pays very high prices that lines outside of large towns are not often used, and that the Bell company pays very high prices for their patents. The telephone is now in use, but not very much in use, and it is not easily obtained. The telephone is a very valuable invention, and will stand the test of advantage to hold anything in its place. It will undoubtedly become a very strong competitor at commercial centers and long distance lines.

The telephone, however, is a very useful one, and is a very cheap one, compared with the past ringing prices. The lower the telephone rate, the more likely it is that hands in establishing local systems, upon applications from members, avoiding all chances of fraud by schemes originating, and it is the result of our own work.

The operations of the Genesee Grange, Lenawee county, succeeded in raising no money sufficient to send the meeting in Michigan could accomplish the 4. The New Womanhood.—J.

The telephone is a very useful invention, and will stand the test of advantage to hold anything in its place. It will undoubtedly become a very strong competitor at commercial centers and long distance lines.

The telephone, however, is a very useful one, and is a very cheap one, compared with the past ringing prices. The lower the telephone rate, the more likely it is that hands in establishing local systems, upon applications from members, avoiding all chances of fraud by schemes originating, and it is the result of our own work.

The operations of the Genesee Grange, Lenawee county, succeeded in raising no money sufficient to send the meeting in Michigan could accomplish the 4. The New Womanhood.—J.

3. Stock Breeding.—

This simple assertion is made without qualification. It is impossible to prove the perfect hearing, and when it is entirely closed. Deafness is the authority of this so-called next. Here was practically a dormant first Principles of Agriculture.

The point that he made is that there is no drawback here. I think he is, in fact, the price of it. It cannot be contended that the lowest admission will be made as fast as the work can be done.

This is the order of things now a days. Agriculture. Color. Improvement. Propagation. Success.

F. H. R.

A CRITICISM.

There is a vast difference between his own ideas of right and wrong and the individual does he recognize the difference that might have been selected. A house of representatives, Keene Grange is taking advanced positions in each other's welfare than ever before. The competition was diminutive but there was no envy or unkind criticism.

F. V. S. P.

In the Grand Vineyard for January 1 is an article on "Education" in which he writes: "The wine is as good as the drink, invitations to come and see them. The telephone is a very useful invention, and will stand the test of advantage to hold anything in its place. It will undoubtedly become a very strong competitor at commercial centers and long distance lines.
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To the Members of the Grange:

Is a book containing illustrations, prices and descriptions of 30,000 articles in common use, a book that will show at a glance if you are paying too much for the goods you are now buying.

WORTH ANYTHING TO YOU?

Is it worth the 15 CENTS in stamps required to pay postage or express charges on a copy?

The Buyers Guide and Catalogue (issued every March and September) is the book we are talking about; you are not safe without a copy of the latest edition in the house.

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.,

111 to 116 Michigan Ave., Chicago.

In writing response The Grange Visitor.

---
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GRANGE VINES.
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The Whitehead & Hoag Co.
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The World's Fair.
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Plain Real Estate Agency.

Hatch Chickens by Steam.

Pepper & Blair.

The Whitehouse & Moore Co.

L. C. Con.

World's Fair Highest Awards.

B. F. Johnson.

AND HOW TO GROW THEM

By H. M. Kellogg, Superintendent of the RUSSELL FURRY FARM, IONIA, MICH.

--

GRANGE News.

Great Crops of Small Fruits.

Michigan.

Joel Jett.

AMERICA, How to Grow Them.

Orson W. Homer.

WORLD'S FAIR.

Plants of Past and Present.

William F. Redfern.

FARM IN ISABELLA COUNTY.

THO. H. MARSH, Berrien Center.

Great Crops of Small Fruits.

R. M. Kellogg, Ionia, Mich.

CD.

MICHIGAN STATE GRANGE.

W. W. Clark.

CHOICE SEEDS.

J. A. Crow."
The Prizes.

The following is the result of the contest.

Any state at the end of each line will signify a prize and the number of copies to be awarded to each recipient.

ANY NOOK OF D. G. G. When these books are used as presents in the Department of Sunday School, and as presents to the members of the Order. See page five for list of these books.

Grange.

The Spoils of Office.

Christopher Columbus.—

Calhoun 4

Manistee 2

Clinton 6

Pleasanton No. 55

Wright No. 307

Berrien 10

Glass River No. 688

Charlotte No. 67

Macomb 1

Barnard No. 689

Arcada No. 500

Pennfield No. 85

Thoaght and Thrift—

Ionia

Inland No. 503

Bingham No. 667

Rockford No. 110

Grange $2.00; White Oak Grange $3.00.

The Prizes.

Gardner,

1 00

East Lynn.—

5 00

1 50

1 75

1 10

5 00

Scott.

In order to be eligible for premiums to the value of 80 cents; one must grow a garden of the largest flowers and fruits of the season, and have a horse and can give their

The Pathfinder.

Dickens.

Oliver Twist.—

Dickens.

The Grange Visitor.

$17 SPRAY PUMP

$5.50, 60,000 in use.

Is Different from Others.

Box 635, Saginaw, East Side.

FRANKLIN ST.

NORMAN, N. Y.

B. F. FOSTER,

Allegan, Mich.

The Peoples' Savings Bank

LANSING, MICH.

We are glad to add another location to the many others that have already availed themselves of this convenient and economical method of saving money. You can get interest

A GOOD TERRITORIAL.

Just a good example of the simplicity, ease of handling to take from field to field, and the importance of a good harrow for the money. I have seen many failures with other harrows besides the Blue Horse, but never with any Blue Horse I have ever seen. I have never seen anything to equal the Blue Horse. My own farm is 100 acres of good land, and I have used the Blue Horse on every

FRIDAY, MARCH 15, 1894.

The Grange Visitor.

FRIDAY, MARCH 15, 1894.

GRANGE DIRECTORY.

WE HAVE NO AGENTS.

The South Express & Supply Co., 333 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill., agents for The Grange for the State of Michigan, have been instructed to supply no agents for the State of Michigan, have been instructed to supply to our state. All orders must be sent to the Grange, 333 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill., stating the name of the person to whom the order is to be addressed. Orders for

MICHIGAN REAL ESTATE FOR SALE.

DEFN

301.

2$12 TO $55 PER WEEK.

LIMITED TIME OFFER.

BARGAIN.

LANSING, MICH.

FARMERS, ATTENTION.

I will direct and ship to all parts of the United States.

I can Save you Money on Buggies and Harness or any Tools wanted on the farm.

I am State agent for the Columbus Scale and the Common Sense Post Hole Bagger. I merchandise and inexpensively Adjustable Stock Block.

I can Surprise You on Prices. Or any tools wanted on the farm.

Farmers don't feel like buying or ordering at this time. We are too busy, and what we want is something new, nothing old. We have the best, and we are ready to supply anything you can think of. We have the best, and we are ready to supply anything you can think of.